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“Mirror Matter” (2017) visits our present from the future - it is set 10,000 years from now.
Škarnulytė invites the viewer on a ‘truth seeking’ journey where humans are extinct and nature has
taken over. The film to date is an anthology divided into the beginning of an index of stories. She
creates a post human mythology sharing her view of how scientific machines once probed and
measured our universe. She allows for us to become the all-seeing and all-knowing alien eye. The
secrets of anti-matter and the void become our fascination.
“Mirror Matter” is filmed at the Anti Matter Experiment (CERN). Some scenes of “Mirror Matter”
document the LHC - largest particle accelerator in the world and Antimatter factory at CERN.
Antimatter in the form of anti-atoms is one of the most difficult materials to produce. Individual
antimatter particles, however, are commonly produced by particle accelerators. Škarnulytė further
mystifies the seemingly threatening instrument. The philosopher Timothy Morton talks about
measurement as an access mode. Yet a mere unit of measurement for him is not enough. He writes
you can gain access by feeling and licking too. Multiple access modes are equally good.
Škarnulytė is simultaneously the camerawoman, (often in her films) the object and the viewer. She
allows herself to be measured as Morton writes by “cosmic and gigantic terrestrial forces:
evolution, black holes, the biosphere, magnetic fields, photons, gravity waves, NATO, the Soviet
Union, patriarchy, the military industrial complex, nuclear energy, crystals, minerals, the mineral
extraction industry.”1 It is this changing combination of perspectives or frames of reference, which
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allows for her unique vision being both supernatural and enchanting. She allows herself to be
altered just as she alters the screen, the content and viewer standpoint within the given exhibition
space.
Škarnulytė observes the invisible such as light, particles, the void of our universe. She makes the
invisible become visible. Here appearance is directly related to being. This can be said of her films
in general and of her staging or inszenierung of her films. Just as the faro 3D laser scanner which
Škarnulytė uses offers an all encompassing multiple visual perspective including a ceiling, which
mirrors and reverberate the film throughout the room. Seeing as well as measurement exist in an
uncanny multiplicity. Her aesthetic reveals an openness. Her anthology of scientific scenes is both
hypnotic and enticing. The camera is always in movement just as the viewer is meant to be within
the exhibition.
“Art is a place in contemporary culture where we let the data-ness of data happen, the givenness of
what is given. This isn't a set of manipulable things, but the unmanipulable, unalienated, nonobjectified qualities of things in themselves that are inseparable from those things in themselves.
These qualities aren't optional decorations that you can peel off and stick new ones on. They're
intrinsic to things, in a paradoxical way, insofar as things are never reducible to how they appear,
even to themselves, but are nevertheless none other than they appear. It's magic.”2
Künstlerhaus Bethanien
Opening 5th October, 7-10pm
showroom at Kottbusser Strasse 10
10999 Berlin
Artist Talk with Timothy Morton
10th October, 6pm
Kottbusser Strasse 10, 10999 Berlin
Emilija Škarnulytė (b. Vilnius, 1987) is a visual artist and filmmaker based in Tromsø and Berlin.
Škarnulytė was educated at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts in Milan and Tromsø Academy of
Contemporary Art in Tromsø. Škarnulytė’s artistic work consists of a series of multimedia
visions: mythologies of the post-human future, cosmic scale entities and planetary awareness. Her
films have been screened at La Biennale di Venezia - 15th International Architecture Exhibition,
International Rotterdam Film Festival, 31st Sao Paulo Biennial, Artists’ Film International Season
7, Whitechapel Gallery, Pompidou Film Festival Hors Pistes, and International Short Film Festival,
among others.
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